Old man:
The ways you use my throat:
and we mimic their determination, their unwavering direction to get 		Ball
Always you:
Ex-man:
The ways you used my throat:
the hell away from that.
		Wire
Looking for:
X-men:
The ways you used my throat:
Rumi:		
This one object was split between two realms, 		Fur
What they do:
Over men:
The ways you used my throat:
		
two entities that could not be experienced 		 		Belly
Cathect:
Under men:
Your fingers on the inside of my arm:
		
simultaneously. It was stuck in between.
		Lost
Please help:
All men (under):
His fingers on the inside of my arm:
[The living room, years before.]
		Four Three
Please contact:
Your man:
The way you use my throat:
We take out the couch and unstitch every seam, carefully, eyes on 		Two
The one:		
Wearing the pants I wore to work
My man:
The way you use my throat:
one another, as our fingers do the work, it takes, forever, this couch, 		One
		the shirt
Loverboy:
The way you use my throat:
separating cloth from thread, thread from thread, preserving each 		Ribcage
		
cut of the hair
All over man:
The ways you use my throat:
as carefully as possible, so the pieces are complete, so our couch and The Ten:		
Have you seen?
		
color of the eyes
Stop man:
The ways you used my throat:
the chair, the plants, rug, table, television are delimited, materials
The One:		
Turn to me,
		
lots of earrings
Ferry man:
The ways you used my throat:
and functions reduced to lines. We keep these lines organized, on 		
raise your hands with your elbows tucked in, 		please call
Fuck Fuck Fuck Man:
The ways you used my throat:
pins pushed into the walls. And we tie them and pull them one end Hold my elbows:
Steady me.
		family
Tell me:
The ways you used my throat:
by one end to make them straight. Or,
The disappeared:
		
how tall how heavy how light
You’re here:
The ways you used my throat:
These lines we twist them around our fingers, until our finger pads Ask:		
Have you seen?
		how many
Tell me:
[Leather interior.]
purple, knuckles white, eyes bloodshot. We wrap and twist and swirl 		
I will answer with the same.
		teeth missing
You’ll meet me there:
Never mind:
The fiberglass shell, we slide into, slide into. and draw fingers tighter until these thick purple white sausages
The Ten:		
Repeat,
		help find,
You’ll be on time:
Skin: 		
43 years old, weathered, boyish somehow,
can’t touch each other anymore and we spin and twirl, releasing and 		
establish a rhythm,
		please contact
Dead Man:
but through a filter of experiencing high winds, propelling small
spinning away from this, or we, two ends of a string make a decision 		together.
		last seen.
Appearing on a Manhattan sidewalk:
particles. Slightly dry, all the more pat for friction. Just the right
based on proximity and snap the thread. We are on our knees,
		
Breathing is okay, let the words
The Ten:		
Follow the trenches in the overturned earth
Falling Man:
amount, of another person’s smell. Hang back. Hang off my shoulder,canvassing the parquet floor searching for clues, when it all became 		
go where they will.
		
the serious rich black and browns,
Escape man:
you’re out of my visual field, you’re presence is stronger for not
too much, searching for piece that made it all too much.
The Seven:		
Tire.
		almost wet-looking.
Falling from fire escape man:
Being Here:
Come up the stairs, hear the knock
The piece that broke us:
The Three
The one:		
The harbor, strewn with boulders, wet earth.
Hoax man:
of our trample, boots on steel, my set higher than yours, shadow
We strip the walls, we do the washing up, and we break the bowls
you disappeared:
How do you see.
Maybe:		
I can’t find you, ecstatic pacing,
All this time man:
sound. Knob, darkness, I left it like this, so that you could sense the into a powder, using the iron skillet to pulverize the porcelain, melt 		Sea Odyssey.
		
back and forth.
Man, looking at me strangely:
size of the space, so that you would have a long way from entry to the cutlery over the open flame and we flatten the sheet metal, break 		
On the tideline,
The Three:		
You disappeared.
Never left man:
window to skyline beyond. So that there would be a disorientation the right angle turns of plastic. We make sheets and we unroll the 		deciding
		
Keep your feet planted,
Man on the sidewalk:
and that I would catch you in arms, entangle and begin a slow
conduit, the tubes carrying this from there, the resources of power, 		
sensing the flex in your toes, and an electricity Hold my elbows:
As I hold yours, twist, feel the groan.
Man in the ambulance:
interlocking of our facial hair. Wet here, curious mouths. Hang back we unwrap them, straighten them, we sink our teeth into them,
		
you’re not controlling,
		
Vibrating out of me.
Man in the hospital:
again, your left side sings against the wire reverb. Come through the clamping down, the metal taste staying in our mouths nesting
		dive.
Open your mouth:
to receive it. Hold me, listen.
Man handcuffed to his hospital bed:
kitchen, a stove light, just enough to show you a place for your coat. in our teeth.
The Ten:		
Head towards the sun
Respond:		
We hold you.
I know now why you were late man:
Lay claim. Develop the edges, establish a homestead, prove the land’s You and I, we’re standing by the fence, the one that keeps us in and 		
draw a line with your body connecting the 		 The one:		
How close am I
No show man:
worth, prove yourself powerful enough to beat back nature.
others out. It’s the net that catches the detritus of the city, holds it, 		
moon to the fire,
		
to losing you tonight?
Walking the street, man:
You place the jacket on the table, you fold it to close in a memory
holds us, until the harvest. We have limited time before someone
		setting.
Maybe: 		
Three feet?
Block after block man:
of your body in the padded wool of winter wear. I’m not looking to else makes a choice for us, collects us, adds us to another pile of
The One: 		
I close my eyes
The same room:
Dawn, hours after
Closer man:
wear this item, but I’m jealous of it. To be on your shoulders, to hold others, piles, crumbling, of glances, piles of desire, choices, decisions 		
as I hit the water.
The disappeared:
I busy myself with a process of dismantling,
The job you’d still have:
in your warmth, and then to be put away for 6 months with some between two options that went well, or didn’t. We walk along the
		Wave water
		
leaning against you in order
The city you’d say changed so much:
particles of you. In a dark place.
fence knowing it never changes as it circles the city. We walk it to
		burns
To ask:		
What we could find.
The museum we would go to:
[Interruption.]
find the anomalies, to see the pattern of broken twine our generation 		
ask Charlie about the final cold.
Touch my fingertips: Place your hand against mine, sense the
The conversation about the end of museums we would have:
You’re beautiful. Come closer, come inside. Let me, steady your arm, has left. The ideas they’ve tied to it, hoping they would stick. Hoping The Seven:		
We faced a wall of stacked boulders and I 		 twist of space binding our wrists together. Beware the rusty nail,
I’m left with:
palm to elbow while you’re on one leg, next leg. Boots off. Press your they would take hold.
		
could not go on.
splintered board. Smell the brown saline in our ritual.I have always
These men:
hands onto my chest, and move them, firmly, to my sides, draw me Horizons laying on top of one another:
		
The granite, its too hot, there’s fire within it. loved my anonymity.
Noone, none knew you:
in. Fit your chin on my shoulder, so that I can smell your cheek, ear, [Looking out the window.]
The One:		
See sparks. I see
Search:		
For comfort in private acts staged
The time I’ve spent dressed like another:
the hair behind it. Let’s stay here.
The Ten:		
Come closer...
		
danger, you see
		
in the public environment.
Wasted man:
How can we understand the immeasurable? Or that which is
The one:		
...come inside.
		ember,
The Ten:		
Exit the window
So:
measured in units beyond our life span? How many of me ago
The Ten:		
You’re beautiful. Stand on my toes to keep
		you see
		
if only to see the building’s
No one man:
was this layer of lava cooling? How many of me would it take to
me there, our nose-to-nose and eye-to-eye match. Its a connection 		oven, smell
		rise accelerated
Noone knew you were in my life:
compress this matter into that one? To see this moment transform deeper for the posture we force ourselves into. You make me fumble, 		sustenance
		
Could you make out the grid?
So you couldn’t leave man:
into what we see now. To be in nature is to slow down our rhthym as if I haven’t done this before. This matters out here, by the fence. 		
and we climb it.
The one:		
Hold my hand
Exactly man:
to match our understanding of the stillness of a tree. Our eyes,
Mountains staring into me, mountains staring me down The one we The disappeared:
Can I?
borrow your shoulders?
		
toes grip an edge
West Side Shower man:
scan for surprise attack? We’re not sure what to look for anymore. ski and drink merrily to the top of and the mountain we slip down, 		
turn to me
		
and we can’t see the horizon for the fine mist
Came here to die man:
What if we design operations and procedures for ourselves so that me too fast, you tell me to slow down, me wanting both modes, to 		
place your hands
		
the no more
Didn’t come here to die:
we begin to feel the stacking of our organs, as we hear the song of devour and to savor. Somewhere in needing both, I lost you, lost our 		
on my shoulders, slide
		
beyond, throw beside.
A parade:
the pencil against metal, as we feel the reflection of sun weaving
footing, two-gears unclicked but still moving, our axle in line but
		
wrap your arms
The Three :		
You disappeared
A party in a cemetery:
through trees to where we sit? Is this like walking? Is this all we can not always our intentions. They’re turning us, rolling us. The wood 		
around my neck
		
Feel the parking lot collapse
I am so sick man:
do? Is this how we can feel without hurting and hurting others, or inside us burning, falling, caught in our circle cages, our sparks
		
complete, the stranger.
Stand on this tarberg: And go nowhere
Defeated man:
numbing ourselves to a breaking point and taking a day to feel our mingle and make a beautiful cloud of smoke and light for everyone Complete strangers:
Learn to occupy:
A new space for watching the world spin.
Reflected man:
body torturing itself back into a balance of chemicals, motions and to see.
At that moment:
Be:		 Embrace
Downtown man:
communication of needs met?
[A mountain drowning in its own reflection.]
I knew:
Mesmerized:
Your abandon
Heading my way:
Man?
We can fight harder than this, and take bigger risks. These entail
The one: 		
Drag the Aqueous Agent,
I couldn’t protect:
Make that choice:
Embrace our reckless nature
Getoutoftheshower man:
taking a shovel and digging digging digging until we have uprooted 		
the stranger, incomplete.
Myself:
Wind whistling:
Watch the building fall
Getoutofmybed man:
our comfort, our charges and the records of our past actions. We
		Rusted hope,
I could be alone:
Two sirens:
Watch us women
Stay on your side:
can leave these clumps in safe places, nestled under a ledge to be
		deceived,
You could hold me:
Calling out to a structure:
Stay on the other side of this colon:
nurtured in equal parts sun and shade. We can take them with us. 		
chain-cables of faith windlassed aboard.
We: 		
Have lost them.
We can no longer trust:
Look, man:
But we leave the holes. If lucky, someone else’s clump will fit there. 		A great
The Lost:		
Have you?
Place your hands on the wall:
Last man:
Do we need to remember this view, this color? Or do we just leave 		thickness
Turn to me:
Hold it:		
On Second Avenue
Standing:
some time tomorrow to find it again, or to find its replacement?
		
from the accumulation
Keep your:
In allegiance:
screaming at a column of dust.
Down on your knees:
Have you found mine?
		of dust,
Elbows at your sides:
Sun on your lesion:
Careful sir:
Wouldn’t that be radical? In our world of division and exponential 		
a single strand
Hold your hands out to me:
Discard your ideas:
First man:
multiplications, with bills in many zeros, we could just, not. No
		naked, binding,
I grip your elbows:
Join our ritual:
Sense the accumulation between
Second man:
advanced math, or making money on split split seconds, or even,
		pining
Hold the back of mine:
Close your eyes:
Getting to work
First man:
addition and subtraction, the strange (but right for one another)
		twisting between
Close your eyes:
Hands in the air:
and being at work.
Second man:
bedfellows, just an arm finding a motion and making it over and
		two bodies.
Receive my groan:
Are you infusoria?
If you see something say something?
FirstmanSecondman:
again. Gather the damp, turn the cheek for the snapping very edge The Seven:		
Treasure? Brace our joints
Open your arms:
Let the others live in fear:
Third man:
of limb, eyes up, eyes judging distances, and rightness of tree, and 		
for the grief rattle.
Loosen your shoulders:
The one:		
Talk to me
New Orleans man:
feeling, immensity. How many trees? How deep? How far away is
		
It is for us
With your hands:
		about promiscuity.
Old man:
that one? Count your steps. Four hundred and seventy three. Count 		
to seek what
At your side:
The disappeared:
Talk to me
Ex-man:
six steps, take a breath, and count your breaths. 76, 77, 78, 79.
		no other
Him at your side:
		about pleasure.
X-men:
Count:		
The trees between inhalations,
		should find.
The photograph I wasn’t supposed to find:
		
Imagine our pleasure.
Over men:
See:		
The tree just as your lungs change tack.
The disappeared:
Borrow my shoulders,
The photograph you meant for me to find:
We spend time:
Under men:
You communicate, through subtle secret handshakes between
		
my hands wrapped
It means: 		
Goodbye!
Outside of eachother:
All men (under):
your palms and my sides for my body to go down. I stumble into
		
around your thighs.
To the crowd I scream: [Screaming]All I want is some sort of grace. We miss the sweet burrowing:
Your man:
a kneel, and sit on my feet, my toes in cold sand. Your hands on
Reply:		
All I want for you now.
Recount:		
Our histories of invasion.
My man:
my shoulders, tugging at 7 layers of cotton, cotton, acrylic, wool,
		
Are you infusoria?
I say:		
Came here to die.
Inhabit:		
A geologic process of loss.
Loverboy:
cotton and wool: a poly, amorous, blend. My world, the scent and 		
He opened his arms,
You say: 		
[They declare, simultaneously]
Search for the gain: Material pushed from here.
All over man:
heat of me for days, squeezing out the light, fabric dragging skin,
		
took some time,
		
We didn’t come here to die.
Away from here:
Stop man:
and without my exoskeleton, falling backward onto the sand. Kick 		
surveyed the ruin,
We say: 		
What are we going to do with that?
Account for gains and losses:
Ferry man:
out so that I’m a very long man on this narrow very-long beach and 		
densified veils of water,
Turn to me:
Have you seen?
Establish the budget:
Fuck Fuck Fuck Man:
I’m pointing toward our two options. Choose my hands and we go 		
began the climb.
Raise your hands:
Determine the gain: Can I borrow yours?
Tell me:
back to our cars and highways leading to gas stations and airports 		Lover.
Your elbows tucked in:
Wrap:		
Your hands:
You’re here:
and places for us to rush through meals like its Vegas. All lights and 		Hug them
Hold my elbows:
Around my thighs:
Tell me:
flashing beef and jackpot slot numbers, one-fifty-nine, one-ninety- 		with
Steady me:
My hands: 		
On your shoulders:
You’ll meet me there
nine, or my toes? They point toward a deep sea, it starts light and
		absolute abandon,
Ask:		
Have you seen?
My ear:		
At your chin.
You’ll be on time:
shallow and warm, enough. But it gets very dark.
		throw beside.
I will answer with the same:
Horizon:		
Dead Man:
Your:		
Eyes consider,
		Our promiscuity,
Repeat:
Waist:
Appearing on a Manhattan sidewalk:
But do not:
betray your choice.
		
our delta, moraine.
Establish a rhthym:
Chest:			
Falling Man:
You: 		
In the early Dumbo morning, inspired by
		
You, me, our enormous
Together:
Heat:
Escape man:
their infallable verticality and the horizontal stretch of our great
		
pile of debris.
Breathing is okay:
Eyes:			
Falling from fire escape man:
bridges, the dusty blue of the Manhattan a perfect match for this
		Terminal.
Let the words:
My future:
Hoax man:
instance of smogdawn sky, decide that this is the day, this is the
The disappeared:
I busy myself
Go:
Consider the nose:
Falling Man:
All winter we wrote our stories into one
moment, before the workers get here, before the phone calls, before 		
with a process of distancing myself from you Where they will:
Beloved obstacle:
another, giving each a proplist, clues, images to study, to show, to
breakfast, to fix the chimney. You’ve done this before, in lust for
		
and others and
Tire:
Run fingers over chest:
unravel, thread by thread. Waking up with a hole of heat ripping
summer air, to be the space of being on top of something, to be out 		my environment
Fascinate me:
through my chest and into your shoulder blade, skin melter, it wakes of, over shelter, over Architecture, you pull the double hung up,
The Ten:		
Have you seen?
How do you see?
Lean:
you, you get up with a hard-on and stand at the side of the bed
wood frame against wood frame, glass, in tension, head-shoulders, 		
Have you seen?
Sea Odyssey:
Over:
watching me. Get the camera, tell me to be still and to turn my face elbows, forearms slipping out, fingers grab the sill and up and out 		
Have you seen?
On the tideline:
Give me:
away. There’s dinner, at a restaurant that is always closing, always
over the eave of the roof, tchest, sttomach, twaist, tbump of crotch 		
Have you seen?
Deciding:
Your:
fifty percent off, duck confit sliders. That afternoon it was easy to
thigh knee, ankle, toes on the sill, pushing out and up, arms pulling 		
Have you seen?
Sensing the flex in your toes:
Finger sizzle:
unzip your pants. Zippers in odd places, but you had given me two you over onto the roof. The view of the school, the on-ramps, the
		
Have you seen?
An electricity:
Let me:
hours to study them, knowing I would, following my eyes, draw
expressway in motion over a shakable deepset shadow. Chimney,
		
Have you seen?
You’re not controlling:
Take this off:
this new horizon, a morethantheeyecansee. My lips are morning
step, step, edge. The backyard three stories below. Later, we
		
Have you seen?
Dive:
Witness:
raw, metallic, stinging when you piss on them. The blood pulsing
conjecture. As a group, we take the most comfort in thinking of your 		
Have you seen?
Head towards the sun:
Our long scenes:
against an abraded skin of me, tongue running over it, the sting of foot, making a new hole, splinters scraping your ankle, pulling at
		
Have you seen?
Draw a line with your body:
Unravel:
salt of your feet in my mouth cleansing me. I found you ducktaped the sock, and our fingers interlaced in yours, fingerpads slipping off 		
Have you seen?
Close my eyes:
Inhabit flat black cartesia:
to a ceiling, I found you, I found you, and you say we’ve been here terracotta, no grip, out of balance. Six months later, I lay down in the 		
How do you see?
Hit the water:
Move what you want still:
together all, along. You grabbed my hands, one of yours on one of spot they found your body the next morning. My head is arched up, 		
How have you seen?
Find me:
Long legs of laundry:
mine and the other, ours and ours, hours, making me sweat against chin to chest, an invertebrate curve, a pinhole camera between my 		
I have a stirring.
Walk up:
Placed at your doorstep:
a decision about steering wheels, plastic cards of zero zero zeros and eyes and my feet.
		
I have a string.
Behind me:
Inhabit:
dinner. Our throats fill, with acquiesence, the hum of electronics,
I: 		
Take a picture of what you saw.
		I fisting.
Tell me:
Your arms:
blood purple rushing to a surface, lick the skinflakesathairline. My I’m: 		
Right back where we started.
		I’m visiting.
You’re here:
Lashed:
toes point to the sea and to the sky. Yours to the dunes and into the From the accounts, written by strangers, guilty, like me, of forced
		Vista.
Hold me:
Wind-lassed:
sand. This is our beautiful indecision, our bridge until someone losesintimacy with your story, you were waiting in the dark. Or she was 		
Have you seen?
Around my belly:
Our enormous:
a grip, straightened spines, jerked, fall into a mass of lines, vectors, waiting. Or she was sleeping, and you were walking down East
		Sea Odyssey.
Sense:
Pile of debris:
equations of many other lines and broken, dashed, entangled into 7th street. As you crossed Avenue B, the willow tree, in its slow
		
Hard to see.
The accumulation:
Twist pine bind:
a place we had heard about, but not yet considered. Aware that this beauty, did not stop you. Did someone come out of the door to your 		Artist, he
Within the spaces between us:
Push one piece at a time:
choice is a bridge that we could be walking for a very long time, you building? Someone came out as you took your keys out? Or, your
		Stewardess
See me:
Capture: 		
Seventh Avenue seas.
lay your body slowly down on top of mine, and match our forearms, key in the street door, slips, and then its in, she is sleeping upstairs, 		distorted cee
Sense me:
Shipwrecked:
armpit clamshells, chests meeting at nipples, shy at sternum. Pushingor she isn’t, you don’t care. Stairs, you count them. Unnervingly
		Start us.
Hold it:
Sidewalks:
at one another, pelvis, the space thickening between your legs, my there’s one less than usual. You descend and recount. The accounts 		Tourist
Protect my wrist from the encroaching fire:
Towers:
legs, our legs. The ending is never clear, wait and see, its just a way say that you walked in, and grabbed a skillet, and an extension cord, 		Stardust
Keep your chin:
Empty hospitals:
of keeping the glue warm. There’s a fire at our feet, friends, a list
or was it an electric skillet? And a knife. You hit her over the head 		sssssssss
Above the water:
Name changes:
of possible endings. We’re happy to have these, they join us to the with the pan. And held the electric cord against her throat. But you 		Sergeant
The water is:
Lines of us:
large tumor of cells fighting and loving, fucking and making more let her go, took off your shirt and slashed yourself across the chest 		Seer, us.
Warm:
Our inner arms out:
fighters, lovers, fuckers, makers. I wake up to a black glove over my six times, and the wrists, indeterminately, walked to the window
		Search
At your ankles:
For the needle:
face, to stars seen through a bloody eye, the hardest I’ve ever been and the fire escape and into the space above your street. You were 		
Start a search.
Our delta:
Man in New Jersey:
hit. You tell me that you only do this to people you don’t like but you both carried to hospitals. I think you tried to kill her, but as was your 		Archer
Submerged:
Man driving:
love me, afterwards, more than before. I tell you to push it down, to manner, you stopped short, you gained control, and after a few days 		
Start a church.
Our moraine:
Man crying:
further, farther, until I lose breath.
you let go. East Village Man who hit wife with pan, dies. The willow 		Surge
Terminal:
Man driving for 3 weeks to avoid crying:
[Pause]
tree does stop me a week later, after all is said and done, but before Insurgent:
Bring them higher:
Crying on sidewalks:
I stop at the intersection where we encountered the women, ten,
your wife calls me, and claps its leaves in a slow ecstatic rhthym. It The disappeared:
All I want is some sort of Grace.
Loose the boards:
Tears like crushed glass in concrete:
and looked up with them. I’m covered in soot of my making
rained the morning after, so there was no need to wash what was left 		
Dizzy, I haven’t eaten today.
Swing the axe:
Man with purple knuckles:
and thinking about the black of that smear, on our building, the
into the gutter, but a scrap of yellow catches my eye from where I sit 		
Your body, my brother,
Shipwrecked:
Man who sits on a couch:
ambulances screaming across our ears. We left them, our women
against a building on a urine soaked patch of sidewalk. OLICE LI
		a wrist.
On sheets:
Man who comes back to soon:
and I can feel the step we took away from them and I can hear them police line do not cross in torn and stretched black letters.
		White strings
I cover the street:
Man who arrives at his starting point:
scream, I can watch your gaze track back to them and watch their When faced with stories of trauma, what do we have? Stories, mine 		
spreading over your chin.
A fine mist:
Man who doesn’t recognize his home:
hands rise up to their mouths, in unison and noones pointing, but or yours or theirs. I was on an avenue and I heard the screams and 		
Holding your mouth
Fog horn:
Man who’s recognizable home is not his anymore:
we know. And we turn to watch what we’ve built disappear.
I looked up and our building, it wasn’t there anymore. Orderly,
		
open my shape
Mourn:
Man with a lease:
Our enormous, pile of debris:
the smoke cleared, revealing that its twin was also no longer there. 		
in wet air.
I am behind you:
Man walking into an apartment that is his by name only:
Our crumbling pile of glances:
The night before it was you and me on your bicycle, five-foot-six
The Seven:		
We see him.
Wet and cold:
Man has to call another man for support:
Knock on the front door:
pedalling a beer-y six-foot-five uphill, Murray, Kip’s Bay . It was
		Sense him.
Numbs you:
Man needs to hear a voice:
Walk by the jackets on hooks:
warm, tanktops still defining summer. The day before we had met, 		
A handkerchief stuffed
Search for me:
Man who would like to sustain emotional and sexual connection to
Buttondowns:
shirtless and haired, at wigstock, on the pier, floating in glitter and 		
in our throats pulled out through our nostrils. Searching for you:
another man:
Overalls:
extensions over the Hudson. I leaned into you for support, and to What color?
Search for her:
Man walking home:
Right back where you started:
aid in our general defiance of gravity. Your bike strapped round and Wiped on our shirtfronts:
Follow:
Man, no matter how far:
The arm chair:
round in steel link to a hapless, dislocated tree. Your apartment,
The One:		
Are you?
Our discarded clothes:
Man, scheduled:
Ground-in charcoal:
jammed with midcentury design that had no space to move, and
The disappeared:
There.
To their bed:
Man, unscheduled:
Yellow with summers of perspiration:
open or perform, the murmurings of your roommate, brown paper 		
What is the tool?
Your bed:
Woman with an open face:
Take me to the place you spent months:
bags, call them sculpture, collage, call them works on paper, your
The one:		
Stay?
Follow her:
Man learning a language from a woman:
Planning:
works lying about. We woke the next morning early so that you
The disappeared:
All I want for you now.
Abandon:
Woman learning a language from a man:
Dusting the sand off your feet:
could go to work. I stayed over mostly so that you’d come into the The Ten:		
Lying on a bed
Hold that abandon:
Woman with earmuffs:
Alone:
bedroom that morning, warm from the shower, a towel around your 		Ammonia sheets
Find a place to use it:
Man with a bag of soup:
Making dinner:
waist, moist with reservoir water put through innumerable tests, and 		
Watched by a crucifix
I ask again:
Man walking, leading with his stomach:
Fish lightly battered:
I could be the one to strip you of it. There was steam coming off your 		
Bathed in Seventh
He tells me not to come:
Woman in green velvet:
When fall began:
back, or coming from the boiler in the light shaft below, my vision 		
Avenue colliding with the Grid
The ten lovers:
Hug us with an abandon absolute.
Woman in green wool:
You found me:
was blurred. Grit in my eyes, lids calcified, cracking, I’d left my
		and Greenwich
The:		
Smell our necks, and taste backs of ears.
Man with a scarf:
On a sidewalk:
lenses in. I start the day in tears. You think this is because it is our 		Cabs one-twenty-five.
Ten:		
Find the salt.
Woman pleading with another woman:
Under pressure:
last night together, which I confirm, so that I can stay and watch you 		I know.
I ask again:		
Search the skinflakesathairline, draw me out. Woman acquiescing:
You placed the right pressure:
bend over to put on your socks. I’m pushed out, and walk to Grand The One:		
You’re there.
He asks me to:
Leave a Mark.
Man losing thirty-five hundred dollars:
I don’t even remember what we did in that hotel room:
Central to meet a friend from out of town, the ex-girlfriend of my Who disappeared:
Sensed you.
The one:		
Tell me
Man losing his security deposit:
What we ate at dinner:
ex-lover. Today, I am tour guide.
		
Whirring and dull
		
everything in your head. All contradictions Man losing his shirt:
What we spoke about:
She and I take the train downtown. We pop out earlier than planned, 		
your chest lithe,
The Ten:		
all fear
Man losing his freedom:
Your fingers light on my inner arm:
deciding to relish the Tuesday blankness in the East Village. We
		Alive.
		all love
Man who has never stopped talking:
Where we walked:
revel in how quiet New York is and remember to remember this still 		Body, Electric
		
all alone, lost in a dark wood.
Man who doesn’t say good morning
Why we took that train:
moment. Coming to a corner, we stop and wait for the white walk 		fingertips.
		
What they do now, allelujah.
Man who doesn’t check-in:
What you were saying:
because there is no need to hurry today. No need to rush and dodge 		
Hot crook of arm.
[Its Thursday.]
Man who only replies:
When I saw your wife across the room:
the traffic. There’s no traffic.
		
Your bicep apple.
One man:		
The sun reflecting off windows
Woman in boots with heels:
I don’t remember why we were there:
A woman talks to a man with a dog on a leash.
		Armpit
Another:		
the texts you send six months too late
Woman who has a salad tossed:
I don’t remember what we were hoping for:
Woman:		
I was upstairs and watching tv. A plane flew 		 		oregano.
The first man:
or was I just not listening
Woman who walks alone:
What color was it?
		
into a building on the screen, and 		 		Burning chest.
The second:
the continent I didn’t have a visa for
Woman who moves to Conneticut:
Were you kidnapped?
		
I saw a plane fly into a building through the 		 		Muscle stretch.
The first:		

the artworks I need to deinstall
Woman with a train pass:
The things you left behind:
		window.
The Seven:
To close a bible, our
again, t he second:
the storage I don’t have for them
Two men on a beach:
The piles:
The white walk, flashed, came and we stepped off the curb. What
		
Victory Saint Vincent
The first:		

the clothes I can’t find
Three men and a women:
You go to IKEA to buy the plates:
movie were they talking about? We picked a cafe, and sat outside.
		
Sister has left.
The second:
try to stay light tonight
Two men:
Resisting living anywhere since 2001:
This was a very quiet Tuesday. And then, there were sirens,
The One:		
What are we going to do with that?
There’s a chorus:
“you’re heavy,” h
 e says
One that pulls away:
Not ready to live here:
ambulances. Ambulances after ambulances. And our food came and The disappeared:
Came here to die.
And a second line:
knowing I’ll take it the wrong way.
Because he can’t:
Not ready not to live here:
like they do in the movies, I left a twenty on the table and we walked The One:
Didn’t come here to die.
The first man:
maybe this is going to take a few months
One man on a beach:
Looking for ways:
That thing you lost?
away from our full plates. A few blocks later we encountered a group The Three
The second:
to figure out.
One man decides to drive to Portland:
Miss you: 		
Do you?
of ten women, and we looked up with them. In a hole between the you disappeared:
Grisaille.
The chorus:	Interrupting two men on a couch
One man decides to ask the other to join him:
What kind of hole does that feel like?
other Second Avenue buildings we see our building has a large black The Ten:		
On the tideline
The chorus, s till:
looking at a painting mounted 
Hours driving to Portland:
I’ll tell you about holes:
smear on it. It is smoking.
		deciding
The first, p
 ointing:
on a wall over the television
Count miles:
Stories you’d like to forget:
Tower 1:		
I thought there were two?
		
toes flexing in
The second, s quirms: the painting, i n dark greys and 
Count meals:
It’s warm like summer:
There are I explain, but at many vantage points in the city they line 		
receding water sand
The first:		

muddy browns, o
 f an exterior, a
Count friends:
But: 		
Dark at 5:30 pm.
up and we can only see one. We leave our women and take a step
		
working themselves in. Solid.
The second:
de Chirico with the actors pulled
Two men on a beach:
I offer the inside of an arm:
and one after the other we hear them scream, and we watch their
		
We’re watching you
The first again:
off set, t he lights turned off, c ould
One man has to get to the airport:
Hoping you’ll stroke it, the spot you found:
hands rise up to their mouths, in unison and no ones pointing,
		being watched
The first, s till:
be
One man with a plane ticket:
The way you use my throat:
but we know. And we turn to watch our buildings dissappear. We
		
and the gale
The second man:
Provincetown or daybreak in New
A man with a plane ticket:
Your fingers on the inside of my arm:
hear about other planes that have and have not landed. Your new
		
pushing you forward
The second, a gain:
Orleans
[Santa Monica, 85 degrees.]
His fingers on the inside of my arm:
boyfriend is due in to our city soon and you collapse onto the
		
to the ridge, over the ridge
The Chorus, n
 ow:
two men in folding chairs
You miss the point: It’s expensive here.
The way you use my throat:
sidewalk. It is hot, humid and car doors are open, radios blaring. I 		making room
The first, f ading:
looking at the side of a cliff
You pretend not to hear:
The way you use my throat:
pick you up and we walk west and south until we see our reflections, 		
for more material.
The second:
Through a large plate glass window
Let’s rent that two-bedroom:
The way you use my throat:
coated in ash walking toward us and we know not to ask questions The Seven:		
Cock
One last time:
Let’s get married:
Let’s liquidate our assets.

A man dressed in black:
A man with a t-shirt threadbare:
A man with intense body odor:
A man sells his car in Los Angeles:
A man flying to Portland:
A woman and her daughter:
Two women and their dog:
A man with a coffee:
A man in Santa Monica:
A man who has to drive back:
A man who wants only to drive forward:
A man who didn’t want that option:
A man who didn’t take that option:
A man with a cactus:
A woman looking back:
A woman and a man walking:
Two men playing chess:
A parking lot attendant:
Two men in bed looking at their work:
One man looks for another:
A man hustling across the street:
A man with a tote bag:

Japan:
His bed your bed:
Back to ours:
Two men:
A day with the Joshua trees:
Another:
An extra day:
A day unforeseen:
A day of getting tired:
Sprout sandwiches:
Chollo cactus:
Tired of it:
Two men getting to the end of something:
It takes:
Two men to begin something:
Three margaritas each:
Two men who’s lives cross:
Two men who take photographs:
Two men beginning to disengage:
Two men sleeping on a film set:
Two men waking up on a film set:
Two men who sleep glued to one another:
One man:
One Thursday:
One man:
One Thursday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
Wednesday:
Thursday:
Friday:
Saturday:
One man can drive to Portland if he wants:
Home:
New Mexico:
Oklahoma:
Kentucky:
Home:
One man with two television sets:
One man with a couch:
One man cries:
One man used to another man in his passenger seat:
One man thinking about all the other men in this seat:
How this one holds his leg just right:
How this one provided a good home:
How this one shared his power:
How this one brought him to the beach:
A man operating without a story for a long while:
Without a center:
Buying materials:
Getting through them:
The set-designer:
Other peoples’ stories:
Other peoples’ plays:
He finds his own way to make a mark on others works:
He shapes their perceptions of it:

You asked me:
To come inside you:
And all the things that means:
Second Avenue:
Body bags down stairwells:
Second Avenue:
Women pointing at two holes in the sky:
[Screaming]
You asked me:
You:
I’m coming:
Ask me to come inside you:
All the things that:
Second Avenue means:
You:
I’m coming:
Asked me to come inside you:
All the things that means,
Second Avenue:
Body bags coming down stairwells:
Second Avenue:
Women pointing:
Looking at two holes in the sky:
Second Avenue:
A group of women pointing to the sky goodbye:
Means:
Second Avenue body bags:
Stairwells:
Second Avenue:
Women in a group, ten, staring at the sky:
Staring at two pools in the sky:
Second Avenue:
I’m coming:
Asked me to come inside you:
All the things that means:
Second Avenue:
Man collecting rocks:
Body bags coming down stairwells:
Man collecting rocks for his patio:
Second Avenue:
Man sitting in a hollow:
Women in the line on a curve pointing at two holes in the sky:
Two men in a hollow:
Two California king beds back to back:
Two men in disguise:
How many:
Ha! Oh, ok.
One man in a shower:
A refrigerator:
Man who doesn’t go to dinner:
A slop sink:
Man who doesn’t meet the next man to break his heart:
Industrial shelving:
Man who meets this man later in the fall:
Books:
Man:
Your books in his books:
Who tears the paper:
His books mixed with yours:
Where is the work about your lovers:
Lined up:
The one that didn’t hold you:
Stacked back-to-back:
The one who bloodied your eye:
Modern upholstered chairs:
The one that sent you home:
Two bowls with geometric patterns:
The one you abandoned:
Two men in a cabin, a loft reached by a stair:
Man slipping out of the restaurant:
Two men stumbling over furniture:
To speak to his lover on the phone:
Boots:
The fast of it:
Jeans:
Slow:
Belts:
Two men in a cactus garden:
Each other’s skin:
Two men in a garden of cactus that could be purchased:
All:
One man purchasing a way of life for another man:
The wrong scale for the eaves:
Another man:
Two men from opposite coasts:
Two men who have seen it all before:
Meeting on a whim, really:
One man coming to a diner in Palm Springs
In the January sun, all ideas:
as a boy with his grandmother:
All Los Angeles:
A boy:
Heizer’s boulder:
His grandmother:
Two bags, one he doesn’t let me carry:
A boy talking about the future with his grandmother:
I got it:
A grandfather that designs the future:
Walking through magnetism toward a rock:
One man bringing another man to the diner:
Under:
Two men eating lox:
The pleasure of playing house with someone:
One drinking coffee:
Shopping for groceries:
Two sides of avocado:
Two men purchasing whatever they want:
Two men in California:
Two men getting what ever they want:
A man on a beach:
Taking it:		
I got it.
A man taking off his boots, jeans, belt:
Cars full of teenagers:
A man jumping into the Pacific ocean:
Hairpin curves:
One man purging himself:
Straight out of an eighties flick:
One man watching another man jump into the ocean:
Crash:
One man purging himself:
One man has a city:
One man releasing himself:
Two cities:
Two men consider filling up their truck with cacti:
A family that is a block:
Two men consider the road ahead:
Having sex with a man:
Two men who consider going north:
Having sex with an idea:
Two men considering what is front of them, Santa Monica:
The difference:
Two men on their way to Portland:
Having sex with a man with ideas:
Two men stop in Los Angeles:
A block that is a family:
Two men consider moving there:
A forest:
Two men who stay for dinner:
Sun pushing through:
Two men who stay for a week:
Snow at the base of pine trees:
Two:
One man leaves the other in bed so he can sleep:
Two men, two weeks:
After a night of too many covers:
Two men loading the cacti:
One man taught the other:
Two men who spend a few extra days with one another:
Keeps his arms at his sides:
Two men traveling north alone:
Cannot allow himself to wrap himself into the other:
Two men traveling separately:
Shame:
Two men taking the route east of the Sierras:
Time to unlearn:
Two men who end up in Southeast Oregon:
Stay in beginners mind:
Two men arrive in Portland:
Waiting for:
Two men, exhausted by travel:
A fellow traveler:
Two men who never stopped:
To wake up:
Two men who never stopped to consider
To be ready for it:
the ramifications of their actions:
To make something:
One man leaves his car there:
To stay one man one man:
Two men abandoning each other at the airport:
Two men:
The fast of it:
You’re so intense.
The sun:
Slow: 		
I need to know if that’s a problem.
Higher and creating shadows of trees:
Two men considering a 2 bedroom in Santa Monica:
The mountain we find ourselves on:
Two men considering a 2 bedroom off 4th Street in Santa Monica:
Owen:
Man asking another man to marry him:
A grandmother, grandfather:
Man on the spot:
The spirit that protected:
Men laughing it off:
The skidding through ice in Wyoming:
Men laughing heartily:
The spirit that protected me:
Two men marvel at the sea:
One man:
Two men marvel at the simplicity of it:
The other man feeling safer:
Two men marvel at the grandeur of the sea:
Two hands on his chest:
Two men call home:
Two hands on his sides:
Two men liquidating their assets:
Doing the things you need to do:
Two men who go their separate ways:
Deal with those consequences:
One man finding a motel with wifi:
Two men on couches:
One man finding a motel with wifi three more times, crying:
Talking:
Man crying:
Two men who grow apart:
Man crying on the beach:
To allow other men inside:
Man writing:
Drive:
Two men who decide to continue on their path:
Drive from Florida:
Two men who decide not to make plans:
New York to Portland:
Two men who decide to be spontaneous:
Portland to Albuquerque:
Two men having a conversation:
Never make it:
Two men having a conversation about lox:
A year of beautiful boys:
One man drinking coffee:
Men:
One man, arranging avocado slices on a thick and long
Women:
crosscut cucumber, adds salt and red onion:
Operating without volition:
One man, shy about kissing:
The phrases we didn’t write together:
One man, shy, after all of that red onion:
The words we didn’t meet about:
One man asks:
Where did you come from?
The sun strong in your face:
One man shy about asking:
Skin that has seen sun:
One man shy about talking to the Cactus Mart guy for too long
Skin exposed:
for fear he won’t be able to leave:
And that which isn’t:
One man who speaks like he knows the world and has the answer:
New skin:
Two men who write stories:
Spend years building temporary installations:
Two men who write stories and dialogue for characters:
One man, Ephemera: Hello.
Two men who writes roles that are difficult to inhabit:
Meets another, Builder: Enchanted.
(Hard roles to fill) these two men:
Ephemera wonders what does it feel like to make permanence:
Two men remembering the taste of each other:
To paint the wall you own:
Two men remembering the taste of that lox, separately:
A bird that sings like a wire against a saw blade:
The one who sang to you:
Holding out for a hero:
The one who pointed out the moon:
Falling down for Upland:
The one who fed you:
Two men in sleds, chickens in the coop, rabbits, a chalet full of teens: The one who put you to sleep:
Full moon:
The one who wore plaid:
Ponderosa pines:
The one who saw the shorts he lost on another:
Ghosts:
The one who asked you to masturbate for him:
Two men who turn an idea into forty minutes in a hot tub:
The one who stole into your bedroom the next morning:
One man sitting on the others lap:
The one who makes smoothies with almond butter:
Two men under a full moon:
The one who wrote poems for you:
Heads framed in steam traveling up into a clear sky too full of stars: The one who wrote stories:
National Forest:
The one who locked you in a room:
Be a beginner again:
The one who locked you up on the roof:
Starting off like a dirty child:
The one who ran with you:
Brazen:
The one who took your photograph:
A man who brings all of this openness back to New York with him: The one who sat on your face:
Hold it:
The one with a sink full of dishes:
One man holding another man on his lap:
Man waiting for another man:
Watching another man watch him:
Man at a train station:
Seeing seas in his eyes:
Man who followed women to Albany and New York City:
Potential there:
Man trapped inside of something he can’t define:
Rolls of crystal:
Man not looking for help in getting out:
Unfurled:
Foil boards:
Two men:
Barrier nets:
Two men who go their separate ways:
Suddenly:
We need foil tape:
We desire:
We need to build the kitchen:
We need this to be structural:
We need to take steps toward permanence:
Two men:
Skirt around plans:
Each other’s cities:
Other continents:
India:

I’m,
right back where I started.
I, keep coming back here, it’s always here,
to a place where the yous
change, names, but the you,
its always the same. There’s
a space between you and I,
The yous and I, and its
delicious. It smells like
a tree, rotting, like snow
overwhelming wool, you, wind off
the desert floor.
It starts with a few, well-placed words.
Plenty of air around them. So much
space and fingers stretching
toward unlimited. It starts with shoulders, releasing
the weight of weeks and days,
hours, anxious seconds, years, cities
it takes all that away,
in a rush, amnesiac, smelling
of the sea, salty, sunkissed,
water over gravel.
It starts with you walking toward me and me knowing
to place my hand in the space where your neck meets your chest.
It starts with me cupping this place, and
then, its twenty fingers, grasping the edge of a bottomless hole.
Just like that. Theres no in-between.
I’m digging my toes into the side of this hole,
and I want you to use my bent knees as a ladder out of here.
I’m scared that you’ll find your own way
and that I’ll just be looking at you looking at me and you’ll
be free and I at least want to be
the one who got you back up on that ledge.
I’d like this to be like a walk.
Our hands all overeachother,
mine pauses on your sacrum.
The other just below your belly.
The way the position of my hands makes my chin
fit to your shoulder. I want
this to be like finding a rhythm while walking,
intertwined. Matching footfalls, legs to legs, warm.
You gave me clues that I could come in, closer still, that I could
breathe your skin, the air of your armpit sucked warm,
my chin held in the space of your chest.
Black glove over eyes:
Two fingers in mouth:
threefourfive
down throat
Six:
Exciting, this elevator.
We’re seven hundred and fifty feet underground.
A man of seventy:
A man in his early thirties:
A man of sixty-three:
A man in his middle twenties:
A small tear at the seat of his pants:
Cool air entering the cave:
He who experienced this underground wonderland:
An improbable void in the reef:
A woman in her early thirties:
An old house:
A tenement in the East Village:
A large room:
Extending the width of the stage:
Extending the width of the staircase:
A square arch shape remains:
In the hall, a staircase:
Unlit, well in view:
Putting your body at the mercy of another:
Giving your body over to someone to control it:
He guides your hand, turns your body into a drawing tool.
We draw each other: Its the architect’s fault.
We slowly disrobe:
The back wall.
Its easy to take off:
Which contained the door.
The shirt:		
Has been removed.
Take off the pants:
Draw in our underwear:
Soak the underwear: Peel them off.
We all wear double:
A ceremony in procession:
Every man:
We had a contract.
You’ll undress me with your eyes:
I’ll find a way:
To get your number:
I’ll meet you there:
Much later:
I’ll be there when I’m told:
You’ll do all the things:
It takes me to fall:
In with you:
Only,
I’m wary:
You’ll do all the things:
And I will fall:
My t-shirt sliding:
Up, over: 		
and
Off my wrist:
My pants:
Down.
Socks:
Falling for:
The eyes:
The guest room:
And the paper towel:
Witness our long scenes:
Our inner arms:
Out for the needle:
Ceaseless recounting:
Syllables filtering in, and:
Wishing they would all go home:
Tours range in difficulty:
From walking to rock climbing:
Slithering along:
On your stomach:
Falling for:
The eyes:
The guest room:
The paper towel:
How would that fly?
An invite to dinner:
Several days from now:
Buona Sera:
The ways things don’t get done here:
You’ve got:
No reason:
To come home:
For your own safety:
Please:
Read carefully:
The man:
I’m not yet:
T.S. Eliot:		
Life is very long.
The chest is what I have:
The great many:
Paragraphs we’ve written for one another:
The recitals:
All winter, long, winter.
He says: 		
You’re very pretty.
Are
you?
Man: 		
Do you think I’m handsome?
Man: 		
Do you think I’m made of steel?
Sitting on
this concrete curb
I’m glad
you’re grounded.
The days apart:
We discuss:
Over-availability:
The days apart:
Surf Man:
Art Man:
Rock Man:
On-a-rock Man:
Lunch Man:
Sandwich Man:
Brings me a book Man:
The last man:
The this is it Man:
Hand on the neck Man:
Top Man:
Lay back in bed Man:
Soup Man:
Invited you to the opening Man:
Traveling Man:
Calling me Traveling Man:
Art Fair Man:
Don’t make assumptions Man:
Gallery Man:
Safe in your arms Man:
Sick Man:
Man with a cold sore on his lip:
No kiss for weeks man:
Lets not look back Man:
No risk, No glory Man:
Arms Length Man:
Sleep Over Man:
Cloudy in summer:
The wind takes it sometimes:
Not the right caliber Man:
Don’t make assumptions Man:
Don’t wait any longer Man:
Don’t
Where does the bike go?
The skies we’ve shared:
The romance of separation:
The days I’m gone:
The days apart:
The days you don’t talk to me:
The even if we lived together:
EVEN in large capital letters:
EVEN IF, We:
WE:
Living Together:
Is that where the problem lay?
That we:
Even if:
The days you don’t speak:

to me. That we
don’t speak:
The days:
The months:
Years, to come:
Felt like.
It took years to come:
He didn’t speak:
Its a ceremony:
A ritual:
Of living together:
A fine man:
Very loving,
that. We were too soft :
On them:
On:
Each other:
All over:
Each other:
All:
Over:
All,
again:
The words I didn’t send:
Thankfully:
And won’t send:
If, we ingest fear,
The men:		
Could we turn it into power?
We bury:
The men,
we burrow.
We, sweetly, burrow:
Buffed up:
Cock sure:
Three trainers:
As many gyms:
The pool:
The steam room:
Cloudy place of despair:
I’ll give it all up:
The pain:
We cause each other:
Thepleasurethewarmth:
Of it:
Of your head on my chest:
His head:
On my chest:
The comfort:
Of an arm over:
Your:
Our mother:
The picture:
Of my father:
So:
Old:
The smile I’d like to wake up to:
The smile I’d like to make with you:
The piano:
The keys:
We are going to go home:
The way you talk:
To people:
Like you’ll never be close to them:
The sound of the words:
Caught in your mouth:
Held there:
The leaning in:
I need to do:
Want to:
What a:
That’s a:
Horrible way to live:
Have you:
Live where every one lives:
In the middle of all this grey?
Loved:
Been:
I can piece this together:
Your call:
Second man:
Second avenue:
the second hour
You keep talking to me:
We didn’t go:
To Rome.
Montmartre:
The stairs we didn’t climb:
The living every day:
As the only day we would be together:
The drifting:
The mud flats:
Shaking:
The one who operates in wonder:
Just to go a little way with you:
The hours spent shuttling away:
From you:
From:
My responsibilities:
From a general sense of order:
From my teeth:
In your hair:
Something:
Doesn’t make sense:
Something:
Like:
Walking into a room:
Finding you:
Nearly naked:
Just:
In briefs:
Waiting:
Expecting:
Showing me:
Your body, this work:
I don’t:
Have a sense:
That you crave me:
That you delight in me:
This is our unevenness:
If its not present:
Could it be developed?
Well:
I know this cannot be:
His, second line:
Second man:
The chest:
Cock:
Butt:
Back:
Shoulders:
All of it:		
For me.
No: 		
I can’t.
Who has?
Remember:
We travel:
All night:
For a morning:
To see people:
We barely know:
The farther, the more:
I realize that I need more:
I desire:
Someone with whom:
I can converse:
I’ve stopped myself:
A few times from sending:
You this:
You, this.
This photograph:
or that one:
Realizing:
I need to be able:
To send you these:
Or its not worth anything:
My stomach:
Twisting in knots:
At the thought of this:
Where does this
Submissive Nature come from?
Waiting for parents to react:
Provoking the flinching at their response:
That was hurtful:
Still mostly:
I worry about you:
[An afternoon.]
Sitting on wet brick:
Sitting at the center of a fort:
Days there:
Two weeks, fitting in:
And a reading in the amphitheater:
Runners, constant:
Different rhythms:
Syncopate:
Two men walk down a path between trees:
Two men in the woods:
Two men, two camera angles:
Two who could choose:
Two who chose to go their separate ways:
They could:
They had people:
With whom they could play out their ideas:
About their own lives like tennis:
A singles match:
Short white shorts:
And all:
The east village:
A man:
Stay close:
To his apartment:
Try to:
Stay in it:
Even:
The lonely and the only:
Separate from a lease:
And from people:
For being:
Under the radar:
Use something:
Ubiquitous:
For an unplanned result:
The ways, I couldn’t read:
Your handwriting:
Mercurial:

A memorial:
The sunrises I didn’t send you:
Large:
The greetings:
A pier built for sex:
One word answers:
A designer pier:
Queries:
In the most modern amenities:
One Man: 		
I missed you more than I thought I would.
The things we choose now:
And now:
The sex:
Over:
The desire:
Love:
The bathroom stalls:
Over-availability:
That we:
Over-extension:
Move away from:
Over it:
The decorative:
All over Florence:
The marble partitions:
I’m carrying you on my chest but
How satisfying:
all I really want
Modern architecture:
is water.
Faced with the body:
It’s just so sad, right?
The slab cool against cheek:
This:
The smell of disinfectant:
And the other thing:
The chin turned away:
Other things:
For maximum:
An Italian man:
Exposure:
Coming to my hotel:
How a slab against:
Here comes:
One’s chest:
Nicola:
The risk:
Compact:
Of placing your exposed under half:
Red hot:
In the light of someone else’s stall:
A doctor:
Walls against our own intimacies:
A generalist:
A wall against spontaneity:
A cock that takes:
Romance:
A right angle:
A tote bag:
A pearl popping off his ass:
A walk:
I wonder if he knows:
We walk:
Its there:
For days:
Theres a good punch as the sky gave up:
For the days:
Suddenly:
For the things we know:
Its midnight blue:
The things we didn’t admit:
Its also:
Playing a flute:
All so:
Holding back:
Blown out:
She steals the show:
Dusty grey:
She holds back:
Mauve:
And then:
A mass of clouds rolling out of the mountains:
She doesn’t:
Ground Control:
Am I just extremely hungry?
Meet someone tonight:
The lack of a home cooked meal:
Spend a day with them:
The days:
And leave:
A man sings:
The bar:
Singing Man:
The bathhouse:
You keep me spinning:
The Italians:
Right round:
Better once you get their clothes off:
A record:
Beyond entropy:
Spinning:
The color of things dying:
Right round:
The color of these cuts:
Right round:
The man with a very narrow mustache:
You keep me spinning:
Over a lip:
You turn me right round:
We realize:
Baby, right round:
We lost:
Like a record spinning:
48 hours:
Right round:
Again:
Round round:
One day:
We’ll miss this abandon:
How to burn him:
Savonarola.
Minutes tick away:
Savonarola:
The men we’ve lost:
How much brush to burn these bodies:
To the front:
How do we go from this to that so:
Mark:
Goddamn quickly:
The marks made:
Like a transcontinental:
The leaving of marks:
Flight:
The rejuvenation:
It all changes:
Six hours, eight, fourteen.
The color of things:
The six, eight, fourteen you disappeared:
The color of things dying:
In a dark, slow time: Nights.
The color of these hills:
Walking into days of crisp light:
Man: 		
If you were to build.
Furtive glances:
A home:		
Do you want to come home with me?
Today:
A museum:
Two days after the hike:
A workshop:
Feet throbbing:
A working farm:
Desperate:
Another Man:
What would you start with?
To get out of these boots and jeans:
Man: 		
A line, graphite on paper, or
Your big, cool, ears:
A knife:
My hands:
Through card stock:
Filling them:
Take me home with you:
Big nose, hands, hair at the wrist:
This might look like it:
The extra inch of skin at your ass:
But its not:
A day without production:
Sad, this:
A day without ritual:
This is me:
It is definitely going to rain:
Making work around:
For the next seven days:
You:
It snows in NY, I hear:
Things dry:
Waiting for things to dry:
A casket coming out of a cave:
Empty:
A bodybag coming down stairs:
Look farther afield:
And people flocking over it:
For places to live:
And noticing that it is empty:
Entering the woods:
Staring at it:
To find you:
Exclaiming at it:
Jeans at your ankles:
Bringing it forth:
Like the marble of the stall:
Cheering for the mystery of its emptiness:
The bus glass:
Bringing the emptiness:
Cold against:
Bringing the emptiness out by screaming at it:
My forehead:
What happened here on September 19:
The way we laughed:
The things I can’t see: The end of art in my life.
The choices we made:
Versus the thing:
You wanted more:
We didn’t choose:
I wanted less:
The choice:
Well:
Not chosen:
Isn’t that always the way it goes:
That which is not chosen:
You more:
Your big hands:
Me, less:
Bigger heart:
Me more:
Waiting for another building to light up:
You, less:
Back here:
How many times has it gone this way:
Florence:
Or the other:
Waiting beside:
You want less:
The Duomo:
Where are you staying?
I want more:
For some kind of sign:
Simple,
Some inspiration:
Behind us:
A bench in front of Brunelleschi:
Next up:
Not the artist of the ghastly depiction of:
Catastrophe:
Hell inside:
This pain:
Its just rained somehow:
Asphixiate:
I’ve missed it:
These two men walk by.
Standing in the wet shop:
A man in beige:
We’ll call it camel hair.
Thinking about how I belong here:
A man in grey:
A mauve,
How small this world:
		
that has given up on its pink ambitions.
The place I’m in now:
[A pause.]
Talking to him:
Beige: 		
I’m not touching you, even.
And will be:
Grey: 		
I know! That I know.
In the future:
		
I know you’re not touching me.
At my opening here:
Chorus: 		
The ways you touched his inner arm, your 		 Talking to him on the phone:
		
fingertips drawing the mark.
A year from now:
Beige:		
Ok? Ha!
Ago:
Grey: 		
I didn’t give up, I have not given up.
From, now:
Beige: 		
You dropped the bag.
You call: 		
Second man, first man.
Grey: 		
And you’re not even helping me
Take yourself away:
		
pick all of this shit up?
Everyone to feel the separation:
Beige: 		
Where are we?
To feel the pain:
Grey: 		
We…
The deep resonant hollowness:
Beige: 		
Where is this table?
I’m a junkie for:
The front door is broken.
		
Is this an end, a beginning, a climax, a hiccup?The return:		
Its cracked, in pieces.
Grey: 		
[Looking down at his hands, fingers spread like The hug:		
[Screaming]
		
a butterfly, alive, its wings pinned to the table.] At the end of a period of loss:
		
I…I can’t say. I wish it was the beginning. I 		 Scream:		
A door already off its hinges.
		
wish we were at the end of this carefulness. On the floor to clamp:
Beige: 		
I don’t understand ‘carefulness.’
And mend:
Grey: 		
Do you know how hard it it to write dialogue Clamps:
		
for two people? In the rain? On some peed-on Scream:
		
stone bench in Florence?
Noone is coming:
Beige: 		
What?
To help:
Grey: 		
When do we get to trust, and recklessness? People know:
Beige: 		
You’re archaic, outmoded.
Grey: 		
You make paintings!
Picking up the scraps man:
Beige: 		
You’re a romantic.
Two men, beauties both:
Grey: 		
Have you ever had sex in a bathroom stall? I 		 Third man who waits for their break-up:
		
mean, under the partition between two stalls? Turning away from me man:
		
[The lights come up, on the men, throwing the 		 Turn me out man:
		
rest of the room in shadow. The ambient sound Turn to me man:
		
increases in volume.]
Turn to her man:
Chorus: 		
Whymewhyus? The oldest trick in the book. Love him because he doesn’t want you man:
Beige: 		
You’re disgusting.
All over man:
Grey: 		
This thing we have, this you and me,
The last time I see you man:
Chorus: 		
God, they’re all the same!
The black knit scarf over your head man:
Grey: 		
How do I say this?
Three lives man:
Beige: 		
I’m leaving.
72 hours man:
Grey:		
I know. [He crumples.]
The man I loved all winter:
Beige: 		
I’m like sex in a bathroom stall?
Loved as hard as I could:
Grey:		
You’re the partition. [Pause] And I’m the 		 His face turning to fire:
		
dumb desperation kneeling in front of you, 		 Disengaging man:
		
pressing myself against you, under 		 Fat man:
		
you. Hungry to be empty. To be complete.
Hispanic man:
Ass Man:
Big nose man:
Horseman:
Lists, man:
Horse’s Ass Man:
Vagina Man:
Your Man:
I’m here to help man:
My Man:
And you just turn away man:
Noone’s Man:
Turning away man:
Top Man:
Turn to me man:
Top Man:
Burning Man:
Gelato Man:
Another me, man:
Umbrella Man:
Careful man:
I gotta Man:
Man in briefs:
No Man:
Brief man:
No Man’s Land Man:
Breathe, man:
Slander:
Breathman:
Dark Man:
Bring it man:
Man with darkness inside:
Come over man:
American Man:
Stay awhile man:
Italian Man:
Burn it man:
American Man:
Burn it all man:
American Man:
Quartz man:
I’m teaching you the art of staying away from me Man:
Hand down my pants man:
What time to waste Man:
Man backing away from my kiss:
What time for pleasure Man:
Another:
What time for wine, Man:
Man backing away from my kiss:
No fear Man:
Another man breaking away from my kiss, again:
Where is that Man: Oh, this feeling? It had
Confident man:
Where IS that Man: nothing to do with hunger,
Proceed in anger man:
Lights on Man:
nothing to do with not eating,
Proceed without looking back man:
Nights Up Man:
everything to with emptiness.
I’m over it man:
Unfilled:
All over man:
A night so dark:
No return man:
Bitter:
Man:
I can’t write anymore:
East Village Man:
The sunrises:
Hundreds of pills man:

Talking about drugs with his mother man:
Testing me man:
Barking from the sea man:
New York Man:
New Orleans Man:
Upstate Man:
No man:
No anywhere man:
Not anywhere man:
Cells delimited into the ether man:
Tears all over the city man:
Special man:
Scraps man:
End man:
Can’t let go of this vision man:
A vision of us every other night man:
Another man who won’t fuck me man:
Beautiful man:
Ego-stroked man:
Met him here, met him there man:
Man waking up alone:
Two men waking up alone:
Cold sore man:
From kissing man:
Not me man:
Full of absolute shit man:
Full of air man:
End of days man:
Waving from his bicycle man:
Two men on bicycles:
Two men walking one bicycle:
Can’t get better than this man:
Surprising how well you fit into this form man:
Surprising how quickly you leave my life:
So angry man:
Want to kill myself man:
To make my two last lines man:
In red man:
Another suitcase to pack man:
Another door to lock behind me man:
Another shoe drops:
Another tower falls:
Another body:
Another acrobat:
Another acrobat and his last dance:
Another silhouette:
Another silhouette:
Another silhouette:
Another looking up to the sky goodbye:
Another sunset:
Another where did we go wrong:
Another why didn’t I go to work that day man:
Another why did I come to work that day:
Another move to:
The towers are falling.
Another move to LA: Our women are screaming,
Another fall:
Screaming on Second Avenue.
Another, falls:
Screaming, soundless.
We, each other, fall: Pointing with ten hands.
Fall from grace:
Not pointing,
Falls from great height:
Falls from the window:
Falls from the sky:
Screaming through hands over their mouths.
Another looking to the sky goodbye:
Another man in tears:
Another woman screams:
Ten women screaming:
Pointing to the sky goodbye:
Another man,
Falls from great height:
All that fall:
We lay down,
Reflected in a giant prism:
Reflected in a dark pit:
Nice man:		
we wrap our bikes around us.
Fuck my hole man: We know we won’t make it.
Fuck it out of me man:
Fuck me:		
Or if we do, if we get close to it.
Show me how much: We won’t be able to discern.
Show me what I want to see:
Show me man:
The colors and materials. Minerals.
Show me man:
The redwhiteblacks.
Show me how much, how little:
No show man:
The pinkhotgreens.
Show me how little: A wind nudges us away from water.
How big man:
Sometimes the wind takes it.
Show me the East Village:
Show me the places you loved:
Show me the places you died, a little:
A little man:
The lines we wind.
Show me where you walked:
Show me how:
The lines we waited in.
How you walked man:
Me just off your shoulder:
You:		
The great line.
Just off mine:
The line now shaking,
Show me the ways: Doubling.
You said yes:
Tripling.
Show me the ways you said no:
Show me the ways you said more:
More man:		
Quadrupling in front of us.
Show me the eyes you closed:
Show me the eyes that closed on you:
Show me how two fingers spread:
How they spread two eyelids:
Show me how you pull the lids down at once:
Show me the curtains, the bed:
The stairs:
Show me I’m the only one man:
Show me that you’ll never leave man:
Show me that you’ll leave and come back:
Leave and come back:
Leaving and coming back man:
Plant man:
Chair man:
Board of Directors man:
Maintenance man:
Santa Fe man:
Man in the store room:
Man in the bookstore:
Man pushing a carriage:
Man with family:
Man with family looking aghast:
At me, man:
Man with family looking aghast still:
Man watching me:
Me walking toward the man:
My hand to his neck:
My hand to this next:
Back of the neck:
Holding there:
Hold me there:
Wolf man:
Pup man:
Poz man:
Hold me where man:
Man held to a place:
Pinned down man:
Wrestling man:
Wrestler:
Man with a singlet:
The difference:
Man with a jockstrap:
Man with a condom:
Man in a shower:
Man on the sidewalk:
Man in a tree:
Man all over town:
All over town man:
I see you:
I see you all over town man:
My man:
His man:
His man left that man:
Man on a cold stone bench in Florence:
Man on a cold stone bench in Florence, Alabama:
Alabama man:
Makes no sense man:
Forever man:
No more forever man:
Beautiful forever man:
Running man:
Man at the desk:
Man in the window:
Running man:
Deli Man:
Man at the window:
Behind the
Beautiful forevers
Two men at a table:
Man with an untamed beard:
Tamed man:
More of the same man:
This is just more of the fucking same man:
Same man:
Different man:
Man in tights:
Man in tight shorts:
Tight jeans:
Woman curled up with her phone:
Man with a newspaper:
Man with a wife and child:
Woman with a child and husband:
Man with a stroller:
Man standing:
Union Square man:
PnP man:
No PnP man:
Man with headphones:
Man that doesn’t invite you in:
Last man:
First man:
Blind man:
No man like your man:
Man talking to another man who isn’t listening:
A man who can’t speak:
A man talking to another man who can’t speak:
A man standing in front of another:
A man gesticulating wildly:
Man screaming as he walks out of the ferry terminal:
Man leaving another man alone:
Man sleeping on the pavement:
Dizzy man:

Bill Murray plays my father:
Nameless man:
A man from Hell:
Man giving up:
A man absolutely ok:
Man with a house:
Man with a plan:
Man they find dead:
Man they find dead with crazy lists written out in a notebook:
Man alone:
Old man alone:
Men going dutch:
A wonderful cook:
A man with an appetite:
A man wearing another man’s socks and underwear:
Unhappy man:
Man watching television:
Man listening for another man on the stairs:
Man thinking about all the other men who have written words in
this place:
A man with a dog:
A man at sea:
A man without a dog:
A man who says goodbye:
A man without qualities:
A man with a radio:
A man with a gun:
A man on a road:
A man staring at the sky through trees:
A man staring at a world that has slowed down:
A man apart:
A man who calls about reservations:
A man in one of three bedrooms:
A man sitting on another man’s bed:
A man with a daughter he doesn’t speak to:
A scared man:
A man who smiles at the touch of another man:
The man who denies his touch:
The man who desires and then ignores:
Man who takes out his own appendix:
Man who takes his own life:
Man who makes the cut without knowing what’s beyond:
Man inhabiting in the beyond:
Man forgotten:
Man still bleeding:
Man bleeding into the coffee spilled under his body:
Man alone:
Man in a lit window:
Man in the clouds:
Man in the street:
Man turns on the desk lamp:
Man turns the page:
Finding a logic man:
Finding a form:
Saying no man:
Saying never man:
Hey man:
Hi:
Hey man:
Hey man:
Hey man:
Hiya:
Hiya:
Hiya:
Broken man:
The parts of you that are broken:
The last man:
Never man:
Sculpture in the snow man:
The end of days:
Bottles of Wine:
Pizzas:
The end:		
We take time.
The end: 		
We decided at least this.
The end man:
To take the time.
Everyone is calling: We’re out of water.
Like they already knew!
Man on 53rd Street: The city is too far.
Man on Broadway: The fence is wrapping itself around us.
Man on the street:
We sweat, profusely.
Man sitting on the curb:
Man getting it on:
And then, we don’t.
Man in the bathroom:
Throw out this installation:
That one:		
It’s easy
Man at the bar:
in the end
Man at the bar:
to step over.
Man in a tee shirt:
Clasping his shoes:
Man with three drinks:
Man going nuts:
Man with popcorn:
Men talking about decorations:
Man with candles:
Man at the bar:
Man between martinis:
Man who doesn’t go home:
Man who gives up early:
Man who throws it all away:
A man not concerned:
A man from Ferguson:
Ferguson:
Son:
What would David Wojnarowicz do?
WWDWD:
A man with a reason:
An unreasonable man:
The same man:
The trust we don’t have for another:
The work we don’t do:
The old men we sit with:
The old men on a deserted bench we sit with:
In despair:
The old men we cough with:
The old man with a side of mayonnaise:
The old man with suspenders:
The old men with toupees and mustaches:
The old man with creamed corn:
The old man with ketchup:
The old man:
You’re one of us, babe.
The old man with eyebrows:
The old men sitting on the edge of a fire:
The children staring:
The fires in your neighborhood:
The coming back:
The never coming back:
The thanks for being there for me:
The thanks for proving something:
The thanks for being slightly less fucked up then other men:
The protestors that are coming up from there or down from there:
The ribs you devour:
The places we never went before the world turned to shit:
The smell of a world going to shit:
The smell of it:
The end of it:
The river?
The could of it?
Will kill you:
The subway, the express, the step in front of it:
People in booths:
I spent maybe:
I had so many things to do:
And then I walked in front of a train:
Signals blaring:
1.5 miles:
One mile and a half:
My hands in the air:
Waving them off:
Waving at them like: It’s okay!
I hear you:
I hear you:
I hear you:		
I mean to be here.
Walk the track:
Meant to.
Alone and
Gone. All those pieces of us:
Occupy the scrap:
Be the scrap:
This is all so sad:
All of this over-ness:
Please:
Make me some sandwiches:
So I can be on my way:
You don’t recognize me:
For the drinks:
The man I put my body in front of:
And grabbed the nipples through his shirt:
Six years ago:
What does under-availability look like?
The one hand he had in the air:
The two as it ripped through him:
As
He fell:
The fall:
This fall we’ve had:
The night we shut the Lincoln tunnel down:
The days the tower fell:
The days there were two standing:
The moment there was one:
Eating ice cream. Staring obliquely.
This happened in the seventies:
Theres no way:
Your hands were up:
Long fingernails:
Like my grandfather’s: Why?
Long diagnoses:
Short illnesses:
Dying on Christmas:
In your heart:
In your mind:
The smile:
The trip you didn’t take:
The sandwiches:
The bag you grasp:
Its lunch:
The man holding onto his tabs to keep it together:
The man holding on to his phone to keep it together:
The ambulances:
A tunnel blocked:
The day it ended:

The day we marched into oblivion:
The movie we didn’t make:
Movie man:
I thought it was:
Miami:		
An old man’s croak, unsure, the last.
The end of days:
The smell of the airport in New Orleans:
The smell of death, oranges:
The smell of old men on a bench:
The smell of diving in:
The smell of the future:
The smell of the last ferry:
Condensation on the window:
Roiling river:
Fumes:
Stop and stare:
See something say something:
Man without healthcare:
Man building a table:
Man building a table for another man:
Man on his way to the airport:
Man returning to New Orleans after some time:
Man after some time:
Men after some time:
Men without water:
Silent men:
Wasted men:
Man with a star over his head:
Man with a star over his shoulder:
Man with a pick-up:
Man on the beach:
Man with groups of other men on the beach
Man looking after the horizon:
Man looking for the horizon:
High school boy with backpack:
High school boy leaning against the knees of high school boy:
High school boy calling his father:
Landlord:
The other landlord:
The city gets closer:
Like the future:
Getting closer:
A tight ass:
and a two month long poem:
like a relationship:
Men who didn’t know better:
Men who couldn’t wait to kiss:
Men in doorways:
Hallways:
Men who took the stairs:
Man with an unplaceable weekend:
Man with a many-placeable accent:
Man who forgets:
Man who doesn’t:
Man by the water:
Bywater man:
Man who stays:
Man who laughs at my alarm:
Man who stays in bed:
Eleventh Avenue man:
Three diners within two blocks:
5:30 am man:
A hardware store, opens at 6 am:
A city already awake:
Its western flank alive:
December:
Burnt coffee:
What we want is out there:
If we can name it:
A UPS facility:
Highrises:
Man who offers your money back:
Man on the outbound ferry:
Man with a weight on your chest:
The cave as a place of possibilities:
Men without healthcare:
Man building a table:
Man on his way to the airport:
Man returning to New Orleans after some time:
Add all of these together:
That’s the problem:
That’s when we have a problem:
Men with problems:
Man overboard:
Man overboard is a problem:
Man who listens to problems:
Parking lot attendant:
Man who requires tips:
Man who loves and leaves:
Man leaving:
Man exits:
Man with an exit strategy:
Man all over again:
Men all over each other:
Man pumping gas:
Man with orange hair:
Man with orange hair like a pumpkin:
Man under an orange light:
Man in underwear:
Men in underwear:
Men who sweat:
Man in a singlet:
Singlet man:
Single man:
We:
Man going backwards:
Man turning:
Turning man:
Right round man:
Right round baby:
Right round like a record player, like a prayer:
Like a virgin man:
Men who sing:
Men who sing to calm themselves down:
Man with a roach infestation:
Man discovering mummified mice:
Men with plans:
Men who change plans:
Man promising never to change plans:
Man presents a caveat:
Man presents two options, man hears two options:
Man, crying:
Man, crying:
Man crying in the arms of a woman:
Woman crying:
Man trying again:
Man a year from now:
Man with a dirty secret:
Man with an orange bandanna:
Man from Florida:
Man who was kidnapped by his mother:
Man in a camel hair coat:
Man eating almonds:
Man eating the last almond:
Men who save their mothers from domestic abuse:
Men familiar with statistics:
Man who reads the Times religiously:
Man who says:
Times.
Man who says:
New York Times.
Man on the moon:
Man who makes lists:
Man who writes plays:
Man in a tower looking down:
Man in a tower scanning the horizon:
Man who doesn’t let go:
Man who loves bridges:
Man in limbo:
Men with plans:
Men who change plans:
Man in fluorescent blue light:
Man in incandescent light:
A family in incandescent light:
Man at a table:
Man making cuts:
Man bleeding:
Man bleeding from fingertips:
Knees:
Angel:
Woman:
Man who designs hats:
Copy editor for the Japanese embassy:
Woman on the phone:
Woman taking pictures:
Women living together:
Woman with a dog:
Man with cold fingers:
Men in lights:
Man who walks the dog:
Men who know what to do:
Men who know what to do in a kitchen:
Men with plans:
Men with recipes:
Men with desires:
Men with specific desires:
Man who desires desire:
Men in floods:
Men pissing their pants:
Men stepping on each other:
Good bye man:
Pissing on another man:
Man drinking another man’s piss:
Man who listens to the news every morning:
Man without much to offer:
Man with a lot of potential:
Man with a lot to offer:
Man without a hat:
Mrs. Man:
Missing man:
Miss you man:
The guest room:
The paper towel:
First man:
Second man:
First man:
Second man:
FirstmanSecondman:
Third man:
New man:

